A SOPHOMORE SPEAKS

There are many reasons why it is desirable to have Lowell Textile School. This school should have an assembly in the first week of school. First of all, we need a working day, that is a school day. Second, students need to know the school. Third, students need to be aware of the school's facilities. Fourth, students need to know the school's history. Fifth, students need to know the school's future.

Lowell Textile School is different from other schools. It has a different atmosphere. It has a different culture. It has a different history. It has a different future.

One of the main reasons why Lowell Textile School is different from other schools is because of its location. Lowell Textile School is located in the heart of Lowell, Massachusetts. It is a city of approximately 100,000 people. It is a city of diversity. It is a city of opportunity.

The second reason why Lowell Textile School is different from other schools is because of its history. Lowell Textile School was founded in 1865. It is one of the oldest textile schools in the United States. It has a long history. It has a rich history. It has a history of innovation.

The third reason why Lowell Textile School is different from other schools is because of its facilities. Lowell Textile School has state-of-the-art facilities. It has a beautiful campus. It has a beautiful library. It has a beautiful gymnasium.

The fourth reason why Lowell Textile School is different from other schools is because of its future. Lowell Textile School has a bright future. It has a lot of potential. It has a lot of opportunity.

In summary, Lowell Textile School is a unique school. It has a unique atmosphere. It has a unique culture. It has a unique history. It has a unique future. It is a school that is worth attending.

Something Worth While

"All aboard for Lowell!" will be the cry heard all over the state of Massachusetts next Thursday, Why?

To attend the R. I. State Saturday Institute for Textiles.

Getting Behind Your Team

Lowell Textile School

PROVIDENCE TAKES TILT

But are outplayed by lighter Textile Team in 6 to 0 Game. Locals Put Up Stubborn Fight. Breaks Spoil Chances. Came Replete with Thrills.

Outwitted in units the Red and Yellow with the try for point did black football warriors put up suitable resistance throughout the game won by the College team 6 to 0. The line played a good game in the opening game which the visitors were lucky to win.

Textile completely bewildered the heavy running machine by (averaging many chances to score. The tape for ball possession over and over and the prediction that the Textile team would be easily defeated, the visitor. Sportsmen who came to come ready to combine a victory for Providence were happily disappointed at the narrow decision of the lighter local team.

Providence made a fine start in the first period and came near making an early score, but Textile's stubborn defense prevented early score. The first period was close, packed full of tension, and ended scoreless.

It was in the third period that a well-earned goal was scored. Providence's only score of the game was recorded. Providence had tried a 42 yard drop kick that went wide. Textile revolved on the spot. Providence scored the goal and pointed out that the big man back in the backfield had the ball in the shadows of the goal line at an early date for Providence and a heavy undertaking through the line resulted in a score goal at an early date.

Show Men Elect

The annual meeting of Textile Men's Club was held last Thursday. Reports from last year's meetings were read, "Nothing But The Truth" show a profit of $11,000 of which $6,000 will be dedicated to the Athletic Association. Plans for a show this year were made. A number of films were shown which are ready for sale.

WIN "PIERCE LEADS SENIORS"

WIN "PIERCE LEADS SENIORS"


A meeting of the Senior Class was held last week, Winfield Pierce, a candidate for the high school honor of senior, was selected by his classmates for the Presidency of 1925. "Win" is one of the most popular members of the graduating class and his election was not surprising to his friends over on the "green" side. Dick Woods was elected Vice-President with Leo Vielak as Treasurer. "Viel" is popular and Maurice Villeneuve was unan- mously elected as secretary and class representative to the athletic association, respectively. In a few days the President will appoint a committee to start work on the program for the Class section of the athletic field and for other necessary arrangements.

SWEATERS, SCHOOL APPAREL

35c discount to "Cape" members—Join today.
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EDITORIAL

Since the first day of school, I have been having an interesting time watching the activities of the two undergraduate classes in the numerous attempts to prove that the senior just who is "boss" at Lowell Textile. It has been interesting to me because of the annual display of class spirit by the present sophomore class. Frankly, I must admit that the seniors have been showing great spirit and action this year than I have in my two years at Textile. But, again, that old question leaped up before me with blaming letters, "HOW WILL IT ALL END?"

From the start the Sophomores have had the upper hand, as all sophomore classes have at the beginning of the academic year. That is to be expected. But the real question is: Why is it so? From the point of view of an upper classman, of one who has been interesting himself in not only developing class and school spirit, but in furthering it, and of one who has seen all the efforts started to nothingness. I get skeptical regarding the continuance of the present spiritual situation which seem to predominate. This is not the first time that such outbreaks of spirit have been manifested in the younger students. Classes of by-gone days have witnessed sudden outbursts of the Textile spirit, but like all false things it was short lived. Good spirit can survive any thing; it is the bad that is unceremonious in its death. Had theirs been genuine it would have survived the trials of time. The first day, and possibly the first week of school, everyone in school has no called spirit. But, later when the Sophomores are of the novelty of initiating freshmen, and finally the novelty on the part of the upper classmen to work contrary to the plans of the Sophomores wears out, nothing can be done to arouse the dead spirit.

This year we are again confronted with the question of school spirit, and for our own selfish interests we must now consider the maintenance of it. Are we going to let the air out of the balloon which is carrying our spirit sky high or are we going to keep our balloon in the air against time? These questions are vital to our interests and their answers must be thought of now, if we are to prosper in the bargain.

Lowell Textile, to my mind, has never had that real school spirit of which other like institutions boast. High schools and academies have forgotten more about spirit than I have ever seen displayed here. WHY? If such a voluminous display of spirit can be owned in the first week of the school why does it not survive?

Even this early in the year, I cannot help but notice the lack of spirit that the greater part of the freshmen have been shown by their small numbers at the football games. WHY, do these new men at Textile who have not been here over the past few weeks lack that which goes to make their years here interesting and probable or the contrary? The cold water must not all be poured on the freshmen, however, for the upper classmen, the leaders by tradition, are themselves lacking in that quality.

THE TEXT

Interest in the school activities cannot survive if they are not supported. Supporting them develops a co-operative school spirit, the advantages of which are recorded in the growth of the connected activities. Individuals do not come out for the athletic teams, the literary society, the various other organizations. How can we expect to grow in the world of importance if the life of the school, do not aid the activities? The attendance at the two recent home games has been wretched, for no one has been worried, not because the games are so far from everywhere, and not because of hundreds of other things, but because the few who are in school are too "good" to be seen in the stands. Attempts to have a cheerleading section have proved fruitless and a lack of support. If we cannot show enough interest in our own activities to support them, we must not expect outsiders to come here to do our part. If we cannot have support for our activities, why not abdicate them? We must have class meetings and urge the members to support. We must have student assemblies and meetings and must by our own efforts around the idea school spirit in the thinking rather. The faculty must also do their share. They have been through similar trials before and know their consequences and should by good example further spirit into the hearts of their charges. At the first football game only about six members of the faculty (bought at worthy to buy themselves by attending the game. But the athletic activities are not the only school functions. There is the Text, for one instance. The editors have put in a call for papers which shows promise, but no more than three have shown interest enough in this line. We must remember that Lowell Textile School with a school paper is considered in a larger and broader light, than it would be without one. It would not be possible. Although they be filled with enthusiasm cannot make up for the big difference.

Let's start something. If you play football go out for the team. If you want money or like writing, come out and help the Text. The feeling of the two last years is that either the University of Chicago or Harvard will take up the class spirit and in so thing help the school spirit. There are basketball and baseball yet to enter the school life, get into them early and stay out for them. The show will be here sooner than we suspect and make it but function properly without support. In short, help everything connected with the school.

School life is what you make it. If you do not interest yourself in the activities how can you expect to get joys that come from the school? If you do not show your interest in the school life, the class and school spirit, this year let us think them as they should be. The total returns from a college education are not all measured in what you may learn from books, but in addition from the everlasting memories that remain from helping some enterprise by participation. Let us support the editors either by trying out for them or by crowding the cheerleading sections. Let us support the school activities and let us develop a school spirit of which we may boast.

THE VALUE OF A GOOD BEGINNING

The other day I was talking to a certain young man in regard to writing articles for a school paper such as 'The Text'. He stated that he had been started on this work by an article that was; he had never knew how to begin it. Once be got started he said that it was easy sailing. Immediately I told my young friend that was the keynote of the art of writing in fact the keynote of any undertaking. The ability to begin a thing to start it must be acquired for therein lies the secret of any success. Anyone can go on after a thing is started but everyone cannot make a start when the occasion presents itself.

Take a machine for instance. It is mighty hard getting up the power and energy to start the wheels moving, but once they are started the machine is ready to go on and on barring friction or some mechanical flaw. Now, after the wheels are in motion, the overcoming all resisting bodies. We, too, are in a sort of matter of fact way. It is easy for it to do this now it has had its beginning. How hard it must have been to get this old world started.

A professor once said to me that to all beginers at their first year or second year even their last year in college. In fact, it should be a lesson to any man who is starting any undertaking, whatever it may be. Get a good foundation and make a good beginning and you will be on your way to success. How many men do not know how to make a good beginning? The result is that they are also left hopelessly behind the rest of the world.

This is an old story. You all know it. But, you do not all practise it. That is the reason why I am writing this thing. If I can make one man in the freshman class or for that matter one man in any class realize the value of this maxim I will feel that I have been rewarded greatly for my endeavor. Don’t let today go by. Make it a point to begin immediately and surprise yourself. IT’S EASY ONCE YOU GET STARTED.

John Freshman

Now that the freshmen have received their hats and flaps rules etc., and the umbrellas have been changed on the rocks several times and they have not been laid aside, the order of the light-hearted, we sincerely hope that you have at last come to realize the true importance of the Text and bring forth all the class spirit and interest that we are so happy to see.

In the course of any child’s life it seems to us to come to the stage where he thinks he knows all about there and that the world and every thing in it lies there. We realize that you boys are in that stage at the present time and we also realize that it is our duty to extricate you from this predicament. In a few years you will look back upon us with thanksgiving for our benevolence in adding you to become sophisticated college men and not mere petting Indians.

It is the duty of every sophomore to do his best to enforce the rules and to make the Text feel as low as they really are. It is up to every sophomore to make these how and the fact that he is the school paper. It is up to every sophomore to save these poor jokes from drowning out the real school spirit and to make sure that you will see the responsibility that lies before you and that you will do your best in their behalf.

Finally let me say to those enginiers that "Magnification is the better part of valor" and John Quincy Adams is dead but if there is an admixture in the freshmen club who will make the new up to life numbers that he will soon realize he is only a freshmen, that’s all. Also, let me say to every member of this class who is not a member of any of the sophomore clubs will be treated accordingly. Ask the boys over at Keefo’s what happened when the Sophomores were attacked. They will tell you a long tale filled with horror and blood shed, a tale that will make your ears tingle and your face stand on end, a tale worthy of the barbarous middle ages, a tale that should be heart rending to any student, idiotic and unphilosophical.

THE EDITOR

Says: "How dare you kiss me?"

Her: "I beg your pardon, but when you said, "here, here," I thought it was a direction.

GET YOUR

BRUNELLE’S

726 MOODY STREET

SUB-POSTOFFICE
The L. T. S. Rah Rah Boys

As I was walking across the bridge the other afternoon, I looked up and noticed an example of the latest product of our modern civilization. It is a extraordinary improvement of any previous quilt and its color scheme ran through the chromatic scale with a few modifications, four tails and three finished rows. Two tone tan shoes, four cream colored buttons and a pair of rainbow multi colored slippers from the office of said B. V. D. salesmen, many lined neckties, brought out the effulgent effect of the hydrophilic phillips sweater.

For a moment, I tried to think what it could be advertising and then it dawned upon me that it was one of the new gags "color schemes." Since then I have seen many of the same kind. All do not dress exactly the same manner, but the outstanding effect seems to be that they should appear different from any known type of his man being.

Harvey, in his famous book, spent many valuable hours and much energy in proving the origin of our species, if he had desired to makeuckland upon any of these substantia blouses, he would have felt himself to his own sartorial and drapery but fortunately gaped "the neck of the tribe does not more quickly than the female."

"The Big" Les was in town last week visiting his friends at the fraternity house and in the city. The Happy Valentine is studying business administration at Harvard's Business College Boston this year.

Delta Kappa Phi Notes

The Interfraternity Council held its organization meeting of the fall at the Beta Chapter House of the Delta Kappa Phi Fraternity last Monday evening with President Maurice Dyer presiding and Eddie Weisstein as Secretary.

Word has been received of the marriage of James C. Smith to Miss Gertrude M. Mclntyre of West Roxbury, the latter part of last month, "Tom" filled cotton at Lowell Textile for a year and then transferred to New Bedford from where he graduated. Mr. and Mrs. Smith spent a month's honeymoon through the Vermont mountains and Canada. "Jim" is at present working for his father, headed the March Construction Co.

"Will" Bill Hunter told the boys a bull last week end. The big boy from Rhode Island is at present studying the cotton blending game in Live.

"Jim" Bill Rivers and Charles Kendall took a trip down from the white of Vermont to spend a few days at the fraternity house. For a few days the past two basketball managers enjoyed a repetition of their former stay at Lowell.

Ray "Allegro" Reynolds is spending the week days in the Elks Hall. The former back at skirmishing on the Textile baseball team, spent the summer chasing precedents at his old berth on the Chatham town team with "Top" Glass.

Henry "Hank" Grelle is out on the road selling the Rebert and Company of New York City.

Jack Blanchard is remaining at a recent service station. The former custodian on the textile times for several seasons is an assistant designer in the Pacific Mills, Lawrence.

"Nubie" Dyer is teaching archaic drawing and related subjects in the Cambridge High School, New Hampshire.

George Gurnard, of last year's freshman class will not return to school this fall. He is at present employed with the Brown Brothers Co. of this city.

The friends of "A" Behinders will be pleased to learn that he is working in the experimental dye laboratory of the Art Silk Co. of Paterson, N. J.

Ted Thoma and Harry Thoentzen were back for the week end to see the boys. Ted is employed at the Cotton Loom Co., at Burlington, Vermont, and Thoentzen is a yarn salesman for the Collins Co. of this city.

Cman Woods is with the Blake, Van & Kellogg Co., wood merchants of Summer Street, Boston, Mass. Cman has been working a few years and is in close touch with the Boston Alumni Chapter.

Nick L. Mitchell paid a visit to the school last week. The first thing he did was to hang up the Text office and pay his subscriptions. Have you subscribed?

A COLLEGE PROBLEM

DO YOU ADVOCATE STUDENT ASSEMBLY?

Yes

No

Name

Course

Please fill out and turn in at Text Box.

Already in the school year we have been informed that one of the freshmen has been struck down with pneumonia. He went to a quack doctor for treatment last week. He has not returned internet until and remarked that it might be caused by sucking the top of a lead pencil. The quack said he was suffering from head poisoning and gave him some pills which he said would cure him.

The next day the friend came back very angry. "A friend of mine," he said, "complained these pills you gave me, and said they were only brandy.

"Of course they aren't," was the reply. "Didn't you know that brand is the thing with which to remove pen marks? Why didn't you tell me to give you India rubber pills, didn't you?"

Whitman's surprise the boys this summer when he announced his resignation to Nels P. Cork of this city. Whitman is employed as second hand in the Clothing Department of the Pacific Mills. Congratulations Whitman.

NATIONAL SILK DYEING COMPANY
5 COLT STREET PATERNSON, N. J.

Skein & Piece Dyers Finishing & Printers

NEW YORK SALES-ROOM, 102 MADISON AVE.

WORKS

CANADIAN BRANCH
Dominion Silk Dyeing and Finishing Company, Limited
Drummondville, P. Q., Canada
E Pluribus Unum

Promoting Smith, Friendship. 

The Fountaine Hooper, who lastly, school is intelligent, so bright and cheerful. He is remembering to wear their sweet little caps to make corned berries to forthcoming women, to cart matches and to accept rides with return tickets.

Intelligent but harmless! 

I love freshmen, clothes, wide pants, hats, and collegiate bureau. These shall not change. I love the freshness way, who played football "come upon", made a marauding run after the other, and just cannot do it. This year because his brain guards and rubber boots are not as bulky as pocket books. 

Lastly, I love freshmen. Their spirit is so radiant. It shines verily, like a bricks chemist, and the occasion is a number down on a concrete. It surpasseth all obstacles, a legged man hops over a high hurdle, and further more it has the flavor of a six month egg kept in a bad box. 

I love freshmen—yes I do! Cats cry, dogs mope, cow harts, there bring your own title.

The freshmen

The Advertisers Mean to You?

Regardless of your individual opinions regarding what you will call on. Upper classmen don't let the freshness cheer you for you, they do much for you already.

The football team needs our support and let us muster the same dim light shining on us whenever possible, will help each and everyone acquire the old Newspaper Spirit. Don't let it slip thus other group, think of us putting enough more work to enter, them, don't be "in for fun", or let any wrong name you of "studentdullness". Remember, cheer leaders, and then again, "No man dares but a man is a thing that will be known, you are."

Welcome Textile

Make Page's Your Rendezvous

Candy - Fountain - Restaurant - Bakery

Lowell Textile School

Four Your Degree Course in

Chemistry and Textile Coloring - Textile Engineering

Lowell Textile Engineering offered for completion of two years

Three Diploma Courses in

Cotton Manufacturing - Wool Manufacturing - Science 

Textile students in all processes of textile manufacture for all commercial firms.

Certified workers. High schools and Academies admitted with cut examination.

For catalogue address Charles E. Hooper, S. B. President, Lowell, Mass.

Yellow Cab Co.

7600

24 Hour Service

A Rainy Eve

Twas a dark and stormy evening, it was raining I declare.

When the Dickinson boys decided, That the freshmen needed air, So they went down to Bill Glisson and into a motor car. 

And shortly they were ready to transport the freshmen far. To Newton, they thought they that would go.

For freshmen there are quite a few, And though she didn't want them to, they were rushed to the center of our good old Lowell town, they made them dance, they made them cry. 

When you have a shirt or a Sunday handkerchief to buy, do you stop for a moment to think of your advertisement? 

We expect you to think of the necessary amount of advertising to make it a paying proposition. In any instance these merchants of Lowell are behind us. Are we behind them? 

If you have a shirt or a Sunday handkerchief to buy, do you stop for a moment to think of your advertisement? We expect you to think of the necessary amount of advertising to make it a paying proposition. In any instance these merchants of Lowell are behind us. Are we behind them? 

Your Advertising

Now, let me call your attention, to the tip of the cap, evidently, the necessary amount of advertising to make it a paying proposition. When you have a shirt or a Sunday handkerchief to buy, do you stop for a moment to think of your advertisement? We expect you to think of the necessary amount of advertising to make it a paying proposition.

Graduation Echos

The following is a list of undergraduate price winners at the Commencement exercises last June:


The Herbert A. Carrier Scholarship in Electronics for School Standing and the Ability in Promoting Student Activities, was awarded to Lawrence W. Guild.
Football Interest

It is encouraging to find that we have coaches taking care of football at L.T.S. who not only know football, but also know men, and know how to handle them. I think, that in Caswely and Perry, we have a gold mine.

The football game is coming up fast. Our opponents are not weak. They are a good team and we must prepare well. The coaches know the value of practice and they will see to it that we are ready for the game.

The game is scheduled for this Saturday afternoon. The coaches have been working hard with the players to make sure that we are ready for the game. We must work hard and play our best to win.

Y. M. C. A.

Special Rates to Textile Men
All privileges for School Year

$8.00

GYM—SWIM—BILLIARDS—BOWLING

THOMAS J. FITZGERALD

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in
CIGARS, TOBACCO and TOBACCO ARTICLES

Telephone 1306—448 Meekins Street

General Duties, Virginia Briars — "The College Boys' Needs in Smoke'
PIPE REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

COLLEGE BOY'S SMOKE SHOP

Support of Team

After studying the game last Saturday, it is going to be a very good game. The opposition is strong, but we have prepared well and we will be ready for the game.

This is a very important game for us. We must not only win, but we must play our best. The coaches have been working hard with the players to make sure that we are ready for the game.

In conclusion, I believe that we have a good team and we will be ready for the game. Let us all work hard and play our best to win.
You Can Always Tell a Textile Fellow

If one should go down to the Kearney square and see a crowd of purposely dour individuals setting about to do battle against the ancient approach to it, one may well be certain that it is in a group of those "industrial" Textile lumber who have picked this city to display their wealth of esteem in dress and such. They come from everywhere, presumably to make an admission in the manner of being "stuck-up," and also a degree or diploma, if possible.

It seems that the members have adopted that very wise tradition to be the "bull" of college, and the Lowell lumber have initiated the style in the attempt to increase their showy collections. It was only several months ago that we were laughing at the old men, with the white hair, but how now to see a detachment of young peo...

Dr. Bugg Howes on Saturday Afternoon Whispering Class

I have been restless at Textile some three weeks watching the varied activities of the four classes. Up to the Saturday afternoon of October fourth I was all for "em-all" the pop in the world and always ready to uphold the honor of old L. T. S. at least. Even up to the time they had their pop meeting on the Friday before the game with St. Michael's they were going strong, but I still kept a look-out for something that gave the sensation of being in the win, which also carried the class on that day, all four of them. There were only about thirty freshmen out but they sure did take the cake, for it is known to the world that the best of all those that is of the right age and the right position is the one that can make a better half-back than any that is there. And this is the way it was. The students of L. T. S. had a permanent hang-out, but I'll be surprised if I am going to stick around a little that gives a hard feelings football team such absolutely rotten support as you once gave yours, Holy Kittles, Jumbo-Jumblers, and the Sacred Fieling Phlates! Where is your pride? Do you men and women realize that your future Alma Mater is the largest, best equipped and most famous textile school in the world.

SHADOWS OF CAPITTY ROCKS!

You know what I mean? I know what I mean and am positive of it. The students of L. T. S. are the best of all that is there. It is true that the students of L. T. S. have a permanent hang-out, but I'll be surprised if I am going to stick around a little that gives a hard feelings football team such absolutely rotten support as you once gave yours, Holy Kittles, Jumbo-Jumblers, and the Sacred Fieling Phlates! Where is your pride? Do you men and women realize that your future Alma Mater is the largest, best equipped and most famous textile school in the world.

THE ADVERTISERS SUPPORT THE TEXT